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 ) Another example is the human (Homo sapiens) DNA, which is represented by the NCBI taxonomy as "Homo sapiens (human)" and in GEDmatch as "Homo sapiens", yet the latter states that the description is not present in the file. And yet another example is the king penguin (Aptenodytes patagonicus) DNA, which is represented by the NCBI taxonomy as "Aptenodytes patagonicus (king
penguin)", and in GEDmatch as "Aptenodytes patagonicus (king penguin)". The description is however not present in the file. I was curious and asked the questions "what is the description" and "why is the description not present in the file" and both answered by this team: Does GenomeVault use file descriptors? I thought it was files. Yes, it is based on the use of file descriptors. I'm assuming then

that it is using the definition of descriptor in Wikipedia. Exactly. The way it works is that when the program runs, it first creates some kind of loopback adapter to communicate with the application that wants to read the file. The loopback adapter is something that implements the file system in software on the PC, and at the same time provides an interface to the application that wants to read the file
(in this case, GenomeVault). This is all quite confusing, so what is the best way to address these issues? As explained in the answer to the second question, the description is not always present, so you have to ask the user to update the description. You can use the menu GenomeVault|Preferences|Edit descriptions to make GenomeVault show you the description after launching. Q: Why doesn't my iPad
2 recognise the USB connected ethernet dongle? We have an iPad 2 and a Belkin 4 port ethernet dongle that we've been using for a while, on a Windows 7 PC and an iPhone and we've just tried it on an iPad 2. iPhone: works fine - connected as a modem iPad 2: not recognised We can plug it in and it seems to work for a short time, but it seems to forget the connection, so we have to plug it in again. If
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